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FORKWOHD 

The purpose of 'this memorandum Is to present a preliminary 

heat shield and weight analysis for the six-man Uulti-lliasion 

Utility Glider under study by General Dynamies/Astronaatics« 
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SUMMARY 

Heating analjaes indicated an ablative type heat shield 

was necessary for the stagnation regions of the Utility Glider, 

i.e. the nose cap, leading edges and bottoa surface; while the 

cooler upper surface «as adequately protected by a radiative 

type heat shield. 

Pour configurations of the Multi-Mission Re-entry Vehicle 

(or Utility Glider) were analysed for total heat shield weight. 

Whereas all four configurations are delta wing glide vehicles, 

three are very similar in shape while the fourth has a much 

flater upper surface and a radically curved bottom surface. 

Primary difference in the first three configurations is the 

seating arrangement of the occupants.  The total heat shield 

weight for the first three configurations varied from 3616 to 

3712 pounds while the fourth configurv.tiona heat shield weight 

was found to be 3179 pounds. 

I 
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INTRO DUCTIOH 

Tb« re-entry heating studiee were based on three tra- 

jectories, a lifting undershoot, a drag overshoot and a coast 

trajectory.  Total vehicle heat shield weight was based on the 

summation of the weight of the varying types and thicknesses 

of the heat shields at six vehicle locations: (l) Nose Cap, 

(2) Swept wing leading edges« (3) Tail fins, (4) Bottom Surface, 

(5) Upper Surface, and (6) Viewing port.  In all locations the 

drag overshoot trajectory produced the greatest total heat in- 

put and consequently the most severe heating on the heat shield 

■aterials; therefore, all heat shield designs at the above six 

locations were based on the drag overshoot trajectory. 

JJhmmv/. 
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DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

A.  Aerodynanic Heating 

Since the vehicles of interest in our discussion re-enter 

at satellite and escape velocity, they are exposed to very high 

temperature air, the properties of which deviate from an ideal 

gas. At velocities of about 3000 fps, the vibrational modes are 

excited; then dissociation starts for oxygen at about 7000 fps 

and for nitrogen at about 15,000 fps. The reference enthalpy 

method has been successful in predicting the heating for satellite 

re-entry «here these chemical reaction» are of major importauce 

(Reference l).  At escape velocity the important reaction is the 

ionization of the oxygen and nitrogen atoms.  Although there is 

little aerodynamic boating data at these conditions, it is 

believed that the reference enthalpy method will be useful in 

predicting the aerodynamic heating from an engineering standpoint. 

The eonvective heating used through this analysis was based on 

continuum flo«.  The overall effect of eonvective heating in the 

free-molecular and slip-flow regimes is in general of little 

concern for IC3M and ballistic type re-entry vehicles.  However, 

it is possible that for high lift, long glide time vehicles or 

satellite« the difference between vehicle heating calculated 

from the slip-flow and continuum regimes my become significant, 

and «ill be considered in more detail in the continuing study. 

Additional beat input to the vehicle is experienccc by 

radiation from the glowing hot gas cap created by the nose cone 

and shock wave. The radiation from the gas cap surrounding the 

no«« of a blunt vehicle re-entering at escape velocity may be- 

come a aiguificant portion of the total heat input. The method 

used to compute the radiative heat flux to the stagnation zones 

from the gas cap is from Kivel (Reference 2) and assumes a 

\//mMm/// i 
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equilibriam hot gas.  When non-equilibrium conditions occur, 

however, the resulting radiation will generally be higher than 

equilibrium radiation.  It has been shown (Reference 3) that 

non-equilibrium radiation can be as much as an order of magnitude 

higher than equilibrium conditions. Fortunately, non-equlibrium 

conditions exist generally at high altitudes where the magnitude 

of the radiation is itself low.  For this analysis the assumption 

of equilibrium conditions does not contribute any significant 

error to the calculations. 

B. Entry Corridor 

Three trajectory conditfons describe the entry limitatiaDs 

for the Multi-Mission Re-entry Vehicle.  First ia the drag over- 

shoot boundary for which the velocity remains above circular 

velocity during the initial penetr^t-on but is reduced sufficiently 

to allow entry after a skip-out coast phase.  This boundary is 

shown in Figure 1.  The second is the lifting undershoot which 

allows a steeper entry and is shown in Figure 2.  Figure 3 

shows the third boundary condition, the coast phase from circular 

velocity.  In these analyses, the addition of one of the first 

two boundary trajectories to the coast phase constitutes a 

complete re-entry flight trajectory.  It might be noted that the 

altitude and velocity of Figures 1 and 2 do not precisely match 

those of Figaro 3.  In the analyses the curves were combined by 

a step change to represent a continuous flight.  The small 

discontinuity produced in the altitude and velocity at this 

point in the trajectory did not cause a large discontinuity in 

the temperature history curves* 

C. Configurationa 

Heating ane* weight analyses were performed on four con- 

figurations of the Multi-Mission He-entry Vehicle. The four 

were  configurations  2A,   IB,  2B and 3B.     Configuration 2A,   shown 

' / //'7 7 J mmm 
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. 

in Figur«  4,   is   representative   of   configurations  2B and  3B except 

for tb«   seating arrangement   of   the  six passengers  of   the   vehicle. 

Configuration 2A has  two men  in  front side  by  side and four men 

side by  side  in the  rear portion  of  the  cabin Volume.   .     Con- 

figuration 2B has  three-three  arrangement while  configuration 3B 

has a   two-two-two  seating arrangement.     Configuration  IB,   shown 

in Figur«   5,   is  somewhat  different  from  the   other  configurations 

in that   it has a  flat upper  surface and a highly curved  lower 

surface.     The  seating arrangement  for configuration  IB  is  similar 

to  2A,   i.e.   a  two-four arrangement. 

D.       Heat  Shield  Design 

The   following portions  will   break  down the  heat   nhicld  design 

into   three   sections:     1.   Stagnation  regions (which   includes   nose 

capi   leading  edges   and   tail   fins),   2.   Loiter surfaces,   and 

3*  Upper  surfaces. 

From a  review  of  the Apollo   itndy which   Investigated a   l^i^e 

number   of   thermal   protection  ayatcms,   it   vaa   decided   that   for 

fabrication  simplicity,   reliability  and  overall  weight   con- 

siderations,   an ablation  type   heat   shield  design  offers   the   b«dt 

practical   solution  to  the  heating  problem  for  the  Multi-Mission 

Re-entry  Vehicle   in areas  of   high  heating.     An ablation  design 

was  utilized on  the   nose   cap,   leading  edges,   bottom   surfaces  and 

fins,   while  a  radiation  type   heat  shield  was  used  on  the   cooler 

top surface. 

Although   the  Multi-Uiusion  Re-entry  Vehicle   is   a  manned  space- 

craft,   the  analysis   in  this   report  did  not  strive   to   limit  the 

inside   temperatures  to  living  condition   (i.e.   approx: jateiy  7ü0F). 

Instead,   the  boundary  for heating was  the  allowable   1 >mperatures 

of  the  materials  used  in  the   heat   shield  design.     It   is   presently 

planned  to   insulate   the  cabin   separately with  a   low       nsity,   high 

performance   insulation material,   the   selection  to   be  i ade   in a 

continuing study. 
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1.0     Stagnation Region» 

1.1     Noee Cap 

The  heat  input   to   the  note  cap  is  composed of 

two  parts,   the  convective  heat  input and the  equilibriua 

gas  cap  radiation input. 

The  convective  heating  rate  at  the  spherical 

stagnation point was  calculated by use  of an existing 

IBU 7090 digital  computer  program  (Reference 4)   con- 

taining  analysis  equations   from  Goldstein  (Reference   5) 

and  utilizing  the   reference   enthalpy method  of   Eckert 

(Reference   6).     The   convective  heating  stagnation  heat 

flux  on  the  20-inch   diameter  nose    cap   of   the  Mulri- 

Miaaion Vehicle   is   shoirn  in  Figure  6.     The  heat   input 

by  hot   gas  cap  radiation   is   shown  in Figure   7.     A 

comparison  of   the   two   indicate«   that  the   radiation 

heat   flux  to   the   nose   cap   is   a   small   portion   of   the 

total   input,   amounting  to  approximately   1;*  of   tae   total 

heat   input at  the   time   of   peak  convective  heating.     The 

method used to  compute   the   gas  cap  radiation vas   th&t 

of  Kivel   (Reference  l)  and  appears  to  give   sioaller 

values   than  the   radiation   fluxes  calculated by  Li-Geiger 

(Reference  7)  methods. 

From previous experience it was decided that 

for a low weight, high performance heat shield the con- 

struction would consist of sandwich laycra of ablator, 

insulation and hot structure. Since the insulation and 

structure allowable temperatures would dictate the wall 

thickness and consequently the weight, high temperature 

: in-K  2000 and  stainless   steel   honeycomb were   selected. 

lAvjär 
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The allowable temperatures of Min-K 2000 and stainleaa 

■ teel honeycoinb are 2460aa and 14ö0oR respectively. 

For the ablation type shield it can be seen 

that the ablation temperature and total heat input are 

directly related.  For a beat flux greater than 
2 

10,000  Btu/ft     the   use   of  a   low   ablation  temperature 

material   such  as  Avcoat   19  is  not   desirable;   therefore, 
/    2 for a   large   heat   input   of  over  20,000  Btu/ft     such  aa 

received at   the   stagnation  regions   from  the   lifting 

undershoot  and   drag  overshoot   trajectories   for  the 

Multi-Mission   Vehicle,   a  high   iblation   temperature 

material   such  aa  Avcoat X-50J8  or Avcoat  X-5035  is 

desired.     Whereas   Avcoat  X-5035  has   a   lower  heat   of 

ablation  than  Avcr.at  X-5026,   it   is   approximately half 

as   dense  and  analysis   reveals   that  a   definite  weight 

saving  was   provided   by   the   self-ction   of   this  ma+erial. 

The   ablation  temperature   and   effective  heat 

of  ablation  of Avcoat  X-5035  used   in  all   the  analyses 

was  5460oR and  8900  Btu/lb.   respectively.     Due   to 

lack  of   information  of  the  effect   that   chfinges  between 

the   stagnation and »ull  enthalpy hav«> on   the   effective 

heat  of  ablation,   the Avcoat X-5035  was  assumed  to  have 

a  constant  8900  Dtu/lb.  heat   of  ablation  throughout 

flight.     Because Avcoat X-5035  has   a  high  ablation 

temperature   the   effect  of   enthalpy   changes   is   not  as 

significant  aa  with  a  low ab.ition   temperature  material; 

however,   the   interior  skin t--nperatures   predicted may 

be   lower  than   calculated when   the   effective   heat   of 

ablation  is   used  as  a  variab.'e  with  enthalpy. 

i 
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Figure 8 shnwa the temperature-tine histories 

for various locations in the wall for the initial portion 

only of the drag overshoot trajectory.  It can he seen 

from Figure 8 that the allowable temperatures of 

Min-K 2000 and stainless steel honeycomb have already 

been approached or reached, yet at this time of flight 

(352 seconds out of 4000 seconds) approximately 20^ of 

the total integrated heat input has been applied to the 

wall.  It therefore can be concluded that the heat 

shield wall in Figure 8 must be increased in thickness, 

and from a knowledge of the heat fluxes, configurations 

and heat shield materials a conservative design was 

selected for this preliminary study and is shown in 

Table I. 

1.1 Wing Leading Edge 

The analytical technique used for the leading 

edge heating was the same as for the nose cap (Section 

D, l.l) except to account for the leading edge yaw-angle 

to the airstream.  This relationship was taken from 

Reference 8, based on experimental data showing the 

influence of yaw on average heat transfer rates to 

cylinders in high Mach number flow. 

The Multi-Mission Re-entry Vehicle fliea at 

a 60 degree angle of attack, the yaw relationship is 

not simply based on the geometric sweep angle (Figure 4, 

5), but a combination of this angle with the angle of 

attack.  This included angle was found to be approx- 

imately 60 degrees using both vector analyses and 

descriptive geometry.  The yaw-angle therefore was 30 

degrers \nd when used with Reference 8 resulti in heat 

J. 
TT1 
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ratoo which are 80 perceat of the aa7awod beatta1 rat••• 

The beat lapat to tho 12.5-iaob dlaaoter •lac 
loadla1 od1e •a• again coaposed of two part•, tho ooa• 

••oti•• beat input and the equilibriua 1a• cap radlatloa 

iapat. The equilibriua cas cap radiatloa iapat wae 

a••aaed. to be the same a•. that for the aose cap aad 1• 

•bowa ia Pi&are 7. The teaperature-tiao bistorie• of 

.arlous locations in a preliainary beat sbield desl1• 

for the beat limiting drac overshoot traJecto~ aro 

ah .. a ia Figure 9. Whiie ·Ptgure 9 represeat• oal7 

approximately 20~ of the total integration heat flux 

to tbe wal l, it can be seen t hat the Min-K ~nd stainless 

steel allowable t emperatu r es have al r eady been reached. 

Coasequently. base d n a knowledge of the beatinc rate, 

heat shield ma t erials and confi guration , a conservative 

desi&n was selecte d and is shown in Tab le l. 

1.3 Tai l Fin Surface s 

Although the ta il fins would normally b~ ex

posed to high beat fl~xes du r i ng !ligh~ a t !G~ a ngle of 

attack, the Mult i -Mission Re - entry Vebir.l~ ini t ially 

re-enters at a 60- degr e angle of attack; a nd e n c e , 

whoa the angle o! attack and t a i l t in • ep angles ~re 

eoabined it is expect d t hat the beati ng oo t he f i ns ~ i l l 

bo considerab ly below t ha t of at 3gnation h ea ting . F or 

this prelimi nary de s ign a n analys i s wa J not p~rfor~ed 

oa the t ail f i ns a nd tbe~efore, the op .i mum uk "n th ck

aess is not known. Howev~r, a cons ' t i ~ e de s i gn 

14eatical ~o the leading edge heat shield and bottoa 

••rface walla , shown in Table 1 , was s e lec t e d and 

u•ed· ia the weight a na lyeia. 
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2.0    Lower Surface 

Bottom   surface  flow  patterns   for  flat  delta 

wings having a   70  degree  sweep,   a blunted nose and blunted 

leading  edges were   obtained from NASA data   (Reference o) 

and are   shown  in Figure   10 for a 60  degree  angle of 

attack.     Although   the   lower  surface   of  the  Multi-Mission 

Vehicle   is  not   perfectly  flat   (Figures  4  and  5),   it  has 

the  same   sweep  angle  and will  fly at   60  degrees angle 

of  attack  during   the   initial   re-entry  phase,   therefore, 

the   flow pattern  on  its   lower  surface  will  he  very 

similar  to  that   shown and  should  not  alter centerline 

heating  appreciably.     An  explanation     of   the   flow   pattern 

shown   in  Figure   10   ia   that  at   high  angles   of   attack, 

the  pressure   distribution  from   the   centerline   outwtrd 

to  the   leading   edge   exhibits  a   falling  pressure which 

causes   the   boundary   layer  to   diverge. 

Aerodynamic   heating   calculations   on  the   lotfer 

surface  centerline  were  performed as   indicated  in 

Reference   9.     A  point   on the  center  at  a   distance  of 

3   nose   diameters   fr.m   the   atai^nation  point was  aelcctttd 

as   representative.     Data  obtained  from  Reference   9 were 

extrapolated   for  a   delta wing at  60°   angl.   of  attack 

and  the  heating,   which   is   thought   to  be   slightly  con- 

servative,   was   determined at  the   location   noted earlier. 

The   severity  of   the   entry  heat   flux   (Figure   ll)  posed 

the  problem  of   adequate  protection  of   the   basic  vehicle 

structure.     Two  alternatives  to   the   design were  con- 

sidered,   use   of   existing ablation materials  having a 

relatively high  ablation temperature   (and   low  density) 

and materials  having  a   low ablation  tempc   ;ture 

' / /WRMtf/fi 
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(aa4 blab 4eaaity). It wao f .. a4 t .. t tbe t~lokaeoo ef 
low a•latioa teaperatare, bta~ 4eaoit~ .. terial re,alre4 

•••14 reoalt ia a ·areater laltial ••ta~t t .. a ~· ~~~· 

a1tlatioa teaperatare .. tertalo ••••••• of t~e aee4 fe~ 
tlae at.layor to prorlde tile aeoeooa17 t .. peratan bop 

to t~e A•coat ablator - Mta-K iatertaee. la4iatlea 

·~•teao are ia geaeral reotricted to tllaht reat ... 

laa•taa low rateo of aorodyaa•le beattaa, •• te oenioe 
te~perature liaito oa tbo •kla aad iaoalater, ~eaoe,·ao . 

-atte•pt waa aa4e to otady ~•tractor, ••tal oyot••• ot 

tJalo type. 

After oelectiag a low 4eaeity, low con4ucti•ity 

ablator for the vehicle outer eurface, it reaaiaed to 

aarrow the a9 l ection of tbe trajectory. The deeiga of 

tbe beat pro tection eyetea would utilize ~be trajectory 

~ielding the greatest total heat load ia ord~r to pre

Yeat otruetural temperature• froa exceediac maximua 

allowa•lea. The dra1 o•erohoo~ traJeotor,r wbiwa ia 

Plpro 1 •a• used a a the reference. 'tgure 12 alveo 

.... e iaochrona l temperature gradleata throucb . l•ooat 

1036 ablator and an iaaulator 4eaiaaate4 aa Yla-K 2000. 

Although the Min-K 2000 to aot truly a bleb otreaat~ . 

laoalator, it may be aufficieatly atroaa _tor liftiac 

re-eatry ·vehicles deaiga. Mla-X 2000 lo oae of the 

flrot material s developed froa coaaideratioa of the 

fuadamental principles of heat traaafer Ia fibroua la

oalatore, a nd th ere fore ia very efficieat. 

~he heat flax hiotor,r ahowa ia rtcaro . ll ••• 
tbo reaultinc temperature• ia Piaure 12 ae•• to ia4loate 

aa adequate design, ia fact, a aaraia of overdealaa 
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appears to exist when the temperature history is plotted 

for the Avcoat 5035 Min-K 2000 interface (Figure 13). 

However, the drag overshoot trajectory may be expected 

to have flight times of durations lasting to 4000 seconds, 

at about a 17° angle of attack.  In this case, the 

average heat input to the surface may approximate 20^ 

of the peak rate shown in Figure 11 and the heat input 

must be accounted for.  Experience has shown that isochronal 

peaks such as those in Figure 12 will shift to distances 

farther removed from the outer surface so that the max- 

imum allowable temp?rature of 24600R for the Miu-K 2000 

would be exceeded beyond 350 seconds of flight.  Since 

no heat flux data «ere obtained for the entry portion of 

flight other than a 60° anffle of attack (first 350 

secondd), ehtimates were made of the thickness of 

materials required for extended flight times when the 

entry maneuvers would change.  Overall thicknesaes are 

given in Table 1 showing a conservative design of O.Tö-* 

Avcoat 5035, 1.0" Min-K 2000, and 0.50" stainless steel 

honeycomb with 0.01" stainless steel facings.  The loeal 

weight of this composite is 5.0 lbs/ft • 

3.0 Upper Surface 

Because the Multi-Mission Vehicle flies at a large 

angle of attack to maintain lift during re-entry, the air- 

flow over the upper surface remains separated.  Aerodynamic 

heating of these surfaces was assumed to be .7 of attached 

turbulent flow baaed upon correlations presented in 

Reference 10-. The convective heat flux calculated at 1 foot 

and 10 feet positions on the upper surface are shown in 

Figure 14.  For these calculations the initial phase of the 

\l / /mimlm 
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.... •••••h••' 'raJ••'•r.r a•• ,~. • ... , .~.. ., t~· , ... 

Jooter.r •••~ fairod tocether at a ••leoitJ ef 14,4~. ~~. 

reo•lto la a 'otal trajector,r tl•• of 1200 aeoo•••~ approa-· 

t .. te1J 100 ooeoado aborter tbaa tho to,a1 tt .. •••• for tbe 

...... tlea roaloa aad lower ••rfaeo oa1o•latlo••· 

Sol 81da Area 

'l'bo te•peraturoo of tho upper ••rfaoe wall 

were calculated for t~r•• pooltloao, 1 foot, I feet 

••• 10 feet aft of tho ota&aatloa Uao • . A wall oea-. 

f ... ratloa e•ployiag radiatloa boat o~l•l• •••laa 

prlacipale was choaen for analysie eiaco teaperatureo 

la the orde r of 2000°R to 2500•R are typical of ••P· 
aratod f ! ow hea ting duri~& re-entry. Tho particular 

•••l&n atudied baa ADL- 17 powder eocapaulated in Inconol 

X to inau late the unde rlying vehicle etructure (Ref-

oroace 11). The outer surface of the Inconel X container 

aote ae the ruriia~iog beat .•hield and will operate 

oatlofactorily at temperature• up to 24&0•a (R.feronco 11): 

· Figure 15 showa the temperature• calcllhted 

for both the outer and inner 8urfacee. Because tb• 

uaderlying s t ainless s teel structure ie temperature 

11•1ted at 1460°ll, it is apparent that the thickneaa 

of the ADL- 17 power may be reduced. Tbie cou l d reault 

Ia a weight ~aving of a pprosimately .2 to .1 pounde per 

oquare fo ot . A half - s ec tioD, plan view of the re-entry 

Yehicle ia also shown wi th Isotherms at the three 

dlotancea studied ~Aeaaured 1..ft from tho leadin1 edae 

la t~o direction of the Yehlclo aslo. Bowo•er, hi&~ 

aa&loo of a ttaek ma7 cau .. ·~he flow to be •oro no ... l 

te the leading edge. 
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3.2  Viewing Port 

Vycor glass was studied for the pilot viewing 

port located near the center of the vehicle.  This typo 

of glass has good thermal conductivity thereby nin- 

imizing temperature induced strains.  Temperature« 

calculated for a .75 inch thick viewing port are shown 

in Figure 15.  Since these temperatures are higher than 

those suitable for cabin inner wall temperature, an 

inner layer of beat resisting glass should be provided 

preferably with an air gap between it and the Vycor. 

E.  Weight Analysis 

The total vehicle heat shield weight was baseu on the sum- 

mation of the weight of the heat shield at six vehicle locations: 

l) nose cap, (2) wing leading edges, (3) Tail fins, (4) bottom 

surface, (5) Upper surface, and (G) viewing port.  The total 

vehicle heat shield weight was calculated by multiplying the 

weight per unit area of a particular heat shield design times 

the total area of that location.  The local and total weight 

breakdown is shown in Table 2. 

• 

■ 77 /mmmn/ 
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Dae prelt•laar,r aa~ure of~~~. •~••T a .. o ·a .... ,~toaa 

were ••• , for ~~. oo•plo~ioa of ~•• •••~ ••iol4 aa4 ••t••t 
aaalJata.! r~ •rlofly ..... riao ~bo •••••p~ioaa: (1) Coa•idoro4 all 

oeDYeo~t-.~a~t .. aa ooa~taa•• flow (1) Coaaidorod ~~· oftoe~lY~ 

•••~ at a.C.ttoa of ~~. AYeoa~· X-5015 .. ~erial •• ••••~··~ ~broa1boa~ 
_ fl•••~. ~~ C~aal4oro4 ~be eo•bi~a~ioa of ~bo iai~ial aad ··~·~ tra

Jootort•• •• a ·~•p-faao~ioa, (4) ••••••• ••••~ pb••• ••• approz-

1•~•17 - of. la~o1r•~•• boa~ fla•, (I) ••••••• aorodru•ie boa~
inc oa ~op aurface to be 0.7 of attached tu rbulent fl ow, {6) ne sume ~ 

ra4ta~ioa •••~iDI fro• gas cap as equi 1 i br inm he · ng t hr oup;hov 

f.lllll~, a fiaal17 (7) tho bottom surface wa s t reateJ as c fla t. 

aarfaeo r-or ~haa cur·ved . It might be staled t ha t ~be de gr e t c 

wbie• eac~; •••••ption effects the to ta l heating i s ot n ccur~t 'Y 
prodie~abl•; however, it is felt that none of t he a asucp i ons 

aia1ularlyl produce .aay hrge errors in the ana l · s is and fu .l: th . N (\ 

•••••h•~ offae~ oaeb o~bor. To auppor~ tbia la~ter statemeot i~ 
.. , _. ao~ad by •tudy tbat the first four assumptions appear to have 

~bo offeo~ of lacreaaiog the heat input while the l ast t wo a ssu ptiona 

appear ~o lower tbo beat input to tbe vehicle. Neverthe l ess , it i~ 

fol~ ~~~.~ tbo iocluded vehicle ~eat shield deaiga is cons erv tive . 

al~bow1b proli•iaarJ. 
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LOWER  SURFACE HYPERSONIC   FLOW 
PATTERN ON A  DELTA WING 

SWEEP ANGLE -  70» 
ANGLE OF ATTACK  .  60» 

/    /    / TT 
mm/Mu 11 

FIGURE  10 
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